MCA Admissions (2021-22)
Frequently Asked Questions

1. From where can I can get the information about the University?
Please explore www.igdtuw.ac.in and/or read IGDTUW Admission Brochure 2021-22.
2. What are the eligibility criteria for MCA course?
Please refer to IGDTUW Admission Brochure 2021-22, for eligibility criteria. Note: Only female candidates are eligible.
3. What is the admission procedure for selection to the MCA course?
The admission to MCA course of IGDTUW is on the basis of rank secured in the Common Entrance Test (CET) conducted
by IGDTUW. If the seats remain vacant, candidates having valid NIMCET score shall be considered in the Spot Round,
subject to meeting the eligibility criteria.
4. Is there any reservation for Delhi candidates?
No, there is no region wise reservation.
5. What is the pattern for the written test?
Syllabus of the Common Entrance Test (CET) for admission to MCA program will be made available at www.igdtuw.ac.in
6. I did not have Mathematics at 10+2 level. Can I still apply for the entrance?
If you have BCA/BIT/BIS degree from a recognized University of at least three years duration with at least 60% marks
in aggregate or any qualification recognized as equivalent thereto, then Mathematics at 10+2 is not mandatory.
7. When and where will the list of selected candidates be displayed?
All the results of provisionally selected candidates will be displayed on www.igdtuw.ac.in. You are advised to regularly
check it.
8. Are there any seats reserved for single girl child candidates?
No seat is reserved in IGDTUW for a single girl child.
9. Are there any seats reserved for Central/State Board Topper candidates?
No seat is reserved in IGDTUW for Central/State Board Topper candidates.
10. What is the size and filetype of photo and sign, for upload?
a. All Documents should be uploaded in .PDF format of maximum file size 2 MB.
b. Scanned version of photograph should be should be in .jpeg, .jpg, .tiff or .png format of Maximum file size
500 KB
c.

Scanned version of signature should be in .jpeg, .jpg, .tiff or .png format of maximum size 500 KB.

11. What is the percentage relaxation in minimum eligibility marks if a candidate is eligible under two reservation
categories?
The percentage relaxation in that case will be of the category with higher percentage relaxation. (For example, if a
student belongs to SC and CW category both then she will be given 10% relaxation i.e. the relaxation applicable for SC
category students)
12. Are there any seats reserved for various categories?
Please refer admission brochure for seat matrix and reservation policy.

13. Is there any Relaxation in Marks for Reserved Categories?
Yes, Candidates belonging to certain reserved categories shall be allowed a concession in the minimum eligibility
requirements. Please refer admission brochure for details.
14. I obtained 59.99% in my graduation. Am I eligible?
You are not eligible in general category. Some relaxation is given to reserved category students, please refer to
admission brochure for details.
15. How will the seats be allotted to candidates?
Seat Allotment will be strictly based on Rank list of Entrance Examination for MCA admission (i.e. CET).
16. What will happen in case of a tie (two students having same marks) in the merit list?
In case of a tie, following criteria will be used:
i.

Preference 1: will be given on the basis of marks obtained in Mathematics subject in CET.

ii.

Preference 2: will be given on the basis of marks obtained in Computer subject in CET.

iii.

Preference 3: will be given on the basis of marks obtained in Mental Aptitude subject in CET.

iv.

Preference 4: will be given on the basis of marks obtained in English subject in CET.

v.

Preference 5: will be given on the basis of D.O.B. The candidate who is older will be given higher preference.

17. How will I be intimated about the second and further rounds of counseling?
You have to regularly visit the website www.igdtuw.ac.in . Counselling dates are given in the Admission Calendar
mentioned in the Admission Brochure.
18. Do I need to send the filled in application form?
No hard copy is needed to be sent to IGDTUW. However, you may keep a print out for the record with you.
19. What is the fees structure for MCA course?
For details of Hostel, Mess, and other Fee, refer to Admission Brochure.
20. Is there any management quota?
There is no management quota.
21. Is the hostel facility available?
Yes, but limited hostel facility is available in IGDTUW (refer Admission Brochure)
22. Is the mess facility available?
Yes, mess facility is available in IGDTUW.
23. Is the transport facility (college bus) available?
No but IGDTUW is well connected to metro and other public transport.
24. What is the last date for withdrawal of admission?
Please refer Admission Brochure for withdrawal dates.
25. What is the placement record of last year?
For placement record please visit www.igdtuw.ac.in website. Please read Admission brochure carefully for
clarification of any doubt. Particularly, you may check out MCA course description under Department of Information
Technology.
26. Can I apply for MCA Lateral entry through NIMCET? I have not applied for admission at IGDTUW.

You can apply in spot round counseling. Refer to Admission Brochure for details.
27. I have not received final semester result/exam not conducted; Can I apply?

Yes, you can apply on the basis of marks of pre-final year/semester, but the result of final year /semester must be
submitted in University on or before 30th September 2021. Till then the admission of the candidate shall be
provisional. In case the final result, satisfying the eligibility criteria for admission to M.C.A Course, is NOT
SUBMITTED in the university on or before 30th September 2021, the admission of student will be cancelled.
Further, if after declaration of result of final year / semester, the candidate is not able to score minimum eligibility
marks in qualifying degree/exam, then her admission will be cancelled, and her fees will be seized.
For further MCA admission related queries, please contact: mcaadmissions@igdtuw.ac.in

